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Today, systems and devices enable something more than a “human instructs machine” paradigm.
In the past, we had to artificially simplifying the complexity and richness of the real world to
constrained computer models and languages for more efficient computation. Now, computing,
ubiquitous communication and sensing has started to become part of the ether—disappearing in
the background, but monitoring, guiding and enriching human activities. Correspondingly, we
are seeing sensing, semantics, and social computing to work in concert--multisensory devices,
interactions involving multisensory and multimodal information engage transparently in human
activities to enriching them in ways not possible before. Citizen sensors (or participatory
sensing) and citizen journalism are early examples of these. Increasingly intelligent systems are
more “aware” of events and situations— they not only deal with simple objects such as
documents or entities, but also support situational awareness by incorporating relationships
between objects and the temporal (“when”), thematic (“what”) and spatial (”where”) aspects of
objects and events.
This emerging era of “computing for human experience” involves a seamless interaction between
the physical world and the virtual or cyber world with advanced integrated capabilities in
sensing, perception and awareness of the physical world (e.g., in extending sensory engagement
with environments and narrowing the gaps between the real world and computing), using
“humans as sensors” of intensions and emotions, understanding (semantics), using historical
facts and community generated knowledge and collective intelligence, while integrating online
and offline interactions.
This vision builds upon applications and infrastructures embodying the principles of computing
for richer human experiences that include Internet of Things, Intelligence@Interfaces,
MyLifeBits, linked data, Open Social, reusable knowledge bases (Semantic Web or Web3.0)
and Semantic Sensor Web. It also borrows aspects from other exciting visions such as Ambient
Intelligence, Humanist Computing, Relationship Web, PeopleWeb, EventWeb, and Experiential
Computing. Also see: http://knoesis.wright.edu/aboutus/press/Research.pdf
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